Team Minor: Week of June 14, 2015 #4 - Dishes - Unpacking, Washing and Storing

Project Participants
The following group will be needed in this on-going project:

- 6 Women

Need To Know Information About Dishes
New food-related developments that have been added since style sheets were placed online:

- Six Food Storage Apartments (3 refrigeration/Freezer and 3 devoted to shelf storage). Each canopy area will share refrigerator/freezer and shelf storage with another canopy area (dowse these assignments)
- Six Food Prep Apartments —dedicated to YOUR canopy areas (with additional storage and tall utility tables)
- Dishwashers for washing glassware and dishes

This increased space will provide an ability to use several kitchen appliances in all of the apartments (including dishwashers). The DISHWASHERS, and OVENS in the EXTRA SIX apartments will need to be reserved. REFRIGERATORS can be reserved (and shared).

For this system to work, food managers will need to plan dishes such as baked custard and coconut custard and MAKE SURE THEY DO NOT PLAN THESE ALL ON THE SAME DAY. Each of the extra FOOD STORAGE apartments will have a magnetized white board with a calendar (see next page).

Different color magnetic color write-on and wipe-off strips will be assigned to each canopy area:

Canopy #1 - Yellow
Canopy #2 - Orange
Canopy #3 - Tan
Canopy #4 - Green
Canopy #5 - Lavender
Canopy #6 - Pink

With a fine dry-erase marker, you can write:

Oven, 2-4 (reserving an oven in an apartment with a white board on the wall)
DW, 4-6 (reserving a dishwasher in an apartment with a white board on the wall)
Watch the video at the link below to understand the difference between dry erase magnetic strips and wet erase.

YouTube URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehBBSFUm2kk
Light Weight Corelle (Melamine)
Melamine plates have been selected for outdoors. An extra-large “Mountain Duffle” was selected to hold and transport the melamine service:

Mountain Duffle (16” x 18” x 36”)
Now that dishwashers are available, two duffle bags will be available and labeled “Dirty Dishes” and “Clean Dishes.” The Foldit Utility Cart (bike trailer) is 55 inches long. Foldable Luggage carts can be used to move this duffle to a Port Royale apartment.

Notes:
1. Each canopy area has a dedicated Food Prep apartment at Port Royale. If towels need to be washed while dishes are being washed, a second set of duffle bags (labeled “clean towels” and “dirty towels” can be used).
2. Everyone has their own towels, but several bath and hand towels (and wash cloths) are for use by the entire canopy group.
3. Rubbermaid tray dividers for flatware can be placed inside the duffle.
4. Gondolas can accommodate a large number of kitchen gadget that can be hung with “S” hooks to free up space inside the duffle.
5. The black rubber storage cart on wheels is a good place to store the duffle (each canopy area will have 2 (one for a baby bottle rack and one for the duffle)
6. Pyrex used to bake custard will never need to leave the Food Prep apartment. Shelf paper has been selected to line the kitchen shelves.
7. Melamine dishes are easy to transport in the duffle, but glass (pyrex for baked custard and Pyrex batter bowl for making dipping sauces for chicken strips) should be transported in the rectangular milk crates.

8. A Star Wars Mug in the shape of R2-D2 is for children to drink warm milk with Thyme. The metal sauce pan and hot plate used are in the canopy area, and the pan can be transported in the duffle.

9. I’m hoping to find custard cups with lids (for Sally Fallon’s coconut custard and baked custard). Thin wax paper and rubber bands will need to be used if I can’t find cups with lids.